A PAC model under helpful distributions is introduced. A teacher associates a teaching set with each target concept and we only consider distributions such that each example in the teaching set has a non-zero weight. The performance of a learning algorithm depends on the weights of useful examples. In this model, an Occam's razor theorem and its converse are proved. The class of decision lists is proved PAC learnable under helpful distributions. It is also proved that DFA are learnable under helpful distributions when the learner knows a bound on the number of states of the target DFA. We compare our model when restricted to exact learning with other models of teaching (for instance, the teaching model of (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) and the model of identi cation from given data of (Gold, 1978) ). Also, a PAC learning model with simple teacher (simplicity is based on program-size complexity) is de ned and the model is compared with previously de ned simple PAC learning models ((Li and Vit anyi, 1991) and (Denis et al., 1996) ). The paper ends with a discussion on the problem of collusion.
Introduction
It seems that many concept classes are not polynomially learnable in the basic PAC learning model of ( (Valiant, 1984) ). One reason is the distribution free requirement (the learning must work with respect to an arbitrary distribution) even if providing examples to the learner and evaluating the output hypothesis is performed with the same distribution.
In practical learning situations, the examples given are likely to be chosen so that they are \representative" of the target concept rather than random or arbitrary. Therefore, it seems reasonable to investigate learning methods that assume that the source of examples is \helpful".
There are several ways to assume that examples are not arbitrary: the learner may ask queries (see (Angluin, 1988) for an overview); the class of distributions used to draw examples can be restricted, thus the learning algorithm knows something about the underlying distribution ( (Benedek and Itai, 1988) , (Denis et al., 1996) , (Kearns et al., 1987) , (Natarajan, 1987) , (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) ); a teaching set may be designed in order to help the learner ( (Goldman and Kearns, 1995) , (Shinohara and Miyano, 1991) , (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) ). For instance, Goldman and Mathias assume that the teacher builds a teaching set related to the target concept and that an adversary adds new examples to this set in order to prevent collusion between the learner and the teacher. Then, the learner must identify exactly the target from this set of examples.
In the present paper, a new PAC learning model with a helpful source of examples is proposed. It is supposed that the teacher knows a representation of the target concept and uses this representation to de ne a polynomial size teaching set. Moreover, we suppose that useful examples are of polynomial length in the size of the target concept. This condition on the length of useful examples is obviously satis ed when learning concept classes of boolean functions. A distribution is said to be helpful if each useful example has a non-zero weight. The class of distributions is restricted to the class of helpful distributions. The criterion of success is the PAC criterion. Moreover, we add to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity the parameter 1=D min (c) where D min (c) is the least weight of a useful example. The fact that a learning algorithm must learn under all distributions not null on the teaching set prevents, in some sense, collusion between the learner and the teacher while the restriction on the class of distributions su ces to make statistical inferences feasible. If the least weight of a useful example is quite small, then the parameter 1=D min (c) could be quite large. For the uniform distribution, we allow exponential time and learning is trivial. Therefore, our model may at rst seem too powerful. But, the reader should note that we meet the usual time requirements when 1=D min (c) is polynomial in the size of the target concept c. Hopefully, in practical learning situations, the underlying distribution satisfy such a condition. Moreover, we will see that it is possible to prove learnability of a concept class under helpful distributions and then deduce learnability of a subclass in the simple PAC learning model of Li and Vit anyi, i.e. the Solomono -Levin distribution satis es the condition.
In PAC learning theory, the Occam's Razor Theorem (Blumer et al., 1987 ) is one of the most important results. Let us recall that an algorithm is an Occam algorithm if it nds a short hypothesis consistent with the observed data. The Occam's razor theorem states that any e cient Occam algorithm is also a PAC learning algorithm. This theorem provides a formal justi cation of the Occam principle. We prove an Occam's razor theorem in the PAC learning model under helpful distributions. The main di erence is that we use multisets of examples and that the size condition for the output hypothesis depends on the frequencies of useful examples in the multisample. Like in the usual PAC setting (Board and Pitt, 1992) , we prove a converse of the Occam's razor theorem for many natural classes. The counterpart of adding the inverse of the least weight of a useful example w.r.t. the underlying distribution to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity of a learning algorithm is adding the inverse of the least frequency of a useful example in the given multisample in the length requirement for the output hypothesis of an Occam algorithm. As far as we know, our model is one of the rst attempt of a de nition of a PAC model w.r.t. a restricted but su ciently large class of distributions. And, in our opinion, the Occam's razor theorem and its converse validate from a theoretical point of view the relevance of our model.
Using our Occam's Razor Theorem, we prove that decision lists are PAC learnable in our model. Our Occam algorithm for decision lists supposes that examples in the teaching set are frequent in the multisample. Consequently, examples are examined by decreasing multiplicity. This corresponds to a usual heuristic in practical learning algorithms. Also, DNF formulae are learnable under helpful distributions.
When examples are not of uniform length, the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity is the same that in the case of examples of uniform length. Thus the learner can only process examples whose length is polynomial in these parameters. In the case of learning nite automata, we prove that k-reversible languages (Angluin, 1982) are learnable under helpful distributions from positive data and that DFA are learnable under helpful distributions when a bound on the number of states of the target DFA is known.
Previous teaching models were de ned in the framework of exact learning. Therefore, we de ne a probably exact learning model under helpful distributions and we compare this model with the teaching model of (Goldman and Mathias, 1993 ) and with the model of identi cation from given data of (Gold, 1978) .
Finally, we de ne a new simple PAC learning model. A teacher is simple if, for each concept, useful examples are of low conditional Kolmogorov complexity relatively to the target. A concept class is said to be PAC learnable with simple teacher if it is PAC learnable under helpful distributions for some simple teacher. This de nition of learnability does not depend on the reference pre x Turing machine. A teacher is computable if there is an algorithm which computes the teaching set for every concept given as input. It is easy to prove that a computable teacher is a simple teacher. Therefore the class of helpful distributions contains computable distributions and experiments are possible. We compare our model with previously de ned simple PAC learning models. For instance the simple PAC learning model of (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) and the PAC learning model with simple examples of (Denis et al., 1996) . We have proved that decision lists are PAC learnable under helpful distributions. As a corollary, we prove that decision lists are PAC learnable with simple examples and that log n-decision lists are simple PAC learnable in the sense of Li and Vit anyi. This last result was rst proved in (Castro and Balc azar, 1995) but, here our proof is based on an Occam algorithm. We also deduce that k-reversible languages are learnable with simple examples from positive data and DFA are learnable with simple examples when a bound on the number of states of the target DFA is known by the learner. Also, DFA are learnable with simple examples (Parekh and Honavar, 1997) when the length of the longest example is added to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity.
Our model is de ned in Section 1. The Occam's razor theorem and its converse are given and proved in Section 2. Learnability of decision lists is proved in Section 3.
Learnability of k-reversible languages and DFA is studied in Section 4. We compare our model with previously de ned teaching models in Section 5. The simple PAC Learning models are de ned and compared in Section 6.
PAC Learning under Helpful Distributions
In this Section, rst, we recall some basic notations and de nitions. Second, we de ne our model when examples are of uniform length. Third, we de ne our model when learning languages.
Notations and Preliminary De nitions
We assume familiarity with the basic facts about PAC learning theory, see for example (Kearns and Vazirani, 1994) , (Natarajan, 1991) , (Valiant, 1984) . Let B n be the set of boolean functions from X n = f0; 1g n into f0; 1g. Let B = n 1 B n and X = n 1 X n . A class F of boolean functions is a subset of B. A representation scheme for a class of boolean functions F is a function R : F ! 2 where is a nite alphabet and such that for each f and f 0 in F, R(f) is not empty and if f 6 = f 0 , R(f)\R(f 0 ) = ;. We suppose that R is computable in polynomial-time, that is, there exists a polynomial-time deterministic algorithm which takes as input a pair of strings x and c and outputs 1 if f(x) = 1 with c 2 R(f), and 0 otherwise. A concept class C is de ned by C = f2F R(f). We will identify a concept c in C and the function f which is represented by c. We de ne the size of a concept c as its length jcj and we suppose as usual that jcj n.
An example of a concept c is a pair (x; c(x)), where x is in the domain of c. An example (x; c(x)) is positive if c(x) = 1 and negative otherwise. We denote by EX(c) (respectively POS(c), NEG(c)) the set of all examples (respectively positive examples, negative examples) of a concept c. A sample of c is a subset of EX(c). A multisample of c is a multiset of examples of c. Let S c be a sample of c and S be a multisample of c, S c S if each example in S c occurs at least once in S. Let c be a target concept over X n and let D be any xed probability distribution over X n . Let EX(c; D) be a procedure that runs in unit time and that at each call returns an example (x; c(x)), where x is drawn randomly and independently according to D. If c 0 is any concept in C over X n , we de ne error(c 0 ) (with respect to c and D) to be the probability that c 0 is inconsistent with an example of c which is drawn randomly according to D.
De nition of our model
Let C be a concept class over X. A teaching set for c 2 C is a sample of c. A teacher for C is a mapping T which associates with each concept c, a teaching set T (c), and such that there is a constant k such that for every concept c, Card(T (c)) jcj k . A teacher is computable if there exists an algorithm which takes as input a concept c in C, and produces as output the teaching set T (c).
Let C be a concept class and let T be a teacher for C. Let c be a target concept over X n and let D be any xed probability distribution over X n . (c) . Our model generalizes the PAC learning model because a concept class C is PAC learnable if and only if C is PAC learnable with the empty teacher (for each concept c, the teaching set is empty). There are two di erences between our model and the usual PAC model. First, in our model, the learner has only to succeed for helpful distributions. Alone, this modi cation does not increase the learning ability of the model. Second, we require that a learning algorithm runs in time polynomial in 1=D min (c).
But, note that if the parameter 1=D min (c) is polynomial in jcj, the time requirement is the same as in the usual PAC setting. We will also need PAC learnability in usually polynomial time.
De nition 2. Let C be a concept class and let T be a teacher. C is PAC learnable under helpful distributions in usually polynomial time if there is a PAC learning algorithm A for C under helpful distributions such that, with probability at least 1 ? , A halts in time polynomial in 1= , 1= , l, and 1=D min (c).
As in Valiant's framework, if A( ; ; l) is a usually polynomial time PAC learning algorithm for C under helpful distributions, there exists a usually polynomial time PAC learning algorithm A 0 which only takes as input and .
De nition for Finite Automata
Let be a nite alphabet, is the set of all strings over , m (respectively m ) is the set of strings of length m (respectively of length at most m). A language over is a subset of . A deterministic nite automaton (DFA) M = (Q; fq 0 g; F; ; ) consists of a set of states Q, an initial state q 0 2 Q, a set of accepting states F Q, a nite alphabet , and a transition function : Q A ! Q. is extended to strings in . The language accepted by M is the set L(M) of all strings u in such that M attains an accepting state when started in state q 0 . It is well known that the regular sets are those sets that are recognizable by the DFA. Given a DFA M, there is an e cient procedure to nd a minimal DFA (in the number of states) for L(M).
We consider the usual representation of DFAs. Note that a DFA with n states can be encoded as a binary string of length O(nlog(n)). A name for a regular language L can be computed in polynomial time from a deterministic DFA that accepts L. We also suppose that if the DFA M has n states, we have n jR(M)j. A concept class of regular languages is the set of all representations of languages in the class. We identify a concept c, the DFA M which is represented by c, and the regular language accepted by M. Now, let us discuss about the de nitions of learnability of nite automata in the usual PAC setting. In the case of concept classes over X n , examples of a given concept are of uniform length. In the case of languages, examples of a given concept are of a possibly in nite number of di erent lengths. Several de nitions appear in the literature in order to overcome this problem. A rst proposition is to add the length of the longest example seen by the learner to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity of a learning algorithm. But, for some probability distributions, arbitrarily long examples may be drawn which is the case for the Solomono -Levin distribution. A second proposition (Pitt, 1989 ) is the following: DFAs are said to be PAC learnable if all the restrictions of the target language for a given bound on the length of strings are learnable. Again, this de nition is not completely satisfying. It seems more natural to consider probability distributions over and to consider that the time complexity only depends on the input parameters and and on the size of the target DFA. We adopt this de nition. We also slightly modify the de nition of a teacher allowing only examples of polynomial length in the teaching set. We now give the formal de nitions: Let C be a concept class of languages over . A teacher for C is a mapping T which associates with each concept c, a teaching set T (c), and such that there are constants k and q such that for every concept c, Card(T (c)) jcj k and for every example (x; c(x)) 2 T (c), jxj jcj q . This condition on the length of examples is obviously satis ed for concept classes of boolean functions. Let C be a concept class of languages over , the de nition of a PAC learning algorithm for C under helpful distributions is unchanged except that D is any helpful probability distribution over . Consequently, the learner can only manage examples whose length is polynomial in 1= , 1= and l where l is a bound on the size of the target DFA.
2 Occam's Razor Theorem
An algorithm is an Occam algorithm if it nds a short hypothesis consistent with the observed data. The Occam's razor theorem states that any e cient Occam algorithm is also a PAC learning algorithm. We introduce, in the previous Section, a PAC model under helpful distributions, where each example selected by a helpful teacher has a non-zero weight. We add 1=D min (c) to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity of a learning algorithm. We slightly modify the succinctness condition for an algorithm to be an Occam algorithm adding the parameter 1=f min (S; c), where f min (S; c) is the smallest frequency of a useful example in the multisample S. We prove an Occam's razor theorem in our model. Moreover, like in the usual PAC setting, we prove a converse of this theorem for concept classes which are strongly closed under exceptions. These two theorems con rm, from a theoretical point of view, the relevance of our model.
Occam Learning
Let C be a concept class and T be a teacher for C. Let small. In our model, given an Occam algorithm for C; T , a PAC learning algorithm A for C under helpful distributions will iterate over larger guesses for 1=D min (c).
We can now give our main theorem: Theorem 1. Let C be a concept class and let T be a teacher for C. If there is an Occam algorithm for C; T , then C is PAC learnable under helpful distributions in usually polynomial time.
Proof of the Occam's Razor Theorem
Let C be a concept class and let T be a polynomial teacher for C. Let k be a constant such that for every concept c, Card(T (c)) (jcj) k . Let B be an Occam algorithm for C; T with constants (a; b; ). Let q denote the polynomial such that B has time complexity q(jcj; Card(S)). Let c be a concept. Whenever we consider the oracle EX(c; D), we suppose that the probability distribution D is helpful w.r.t. c and T . Let l be an integer such that jcj l. We rst prove some technical lemmas.
The rst lemma states that, for a large enough multisample, we can estimate the parameter D min (c).
Lemma 1. Let p be an integer such that p 1=D min (c). Make N 1 ( ; l; p) = d8p log(l k = )e calls to EX(c; D). This de nes a multisample S. Then the probability that f min (S; c) D min (c)=2 is at least 1 ? .
Proof. The proof is based on the classical Cherno bounds (see for instance (Kearns and Vazirani, 1994), 190-192) .
The following classical lemma shows that an Occam algorithm applied to a large enough multisample outputs a good approximation of the target with high probability. In the usual PAC setting, there exists an algorithm TEST which tests whether an hypothesis is a good approximation of the target concept. The hypothesis testing algorithm TEST with parameters , , i, and c 0 (Haussler et al., 1991) Lemma 3. (Haussler et al., 1991) The test TEST( ; ; i; c 0 ) has the property that:
when error(c 0 ) , the probability is at most =2 i+1 that the test will accept c 0 , when error(c 0 ) =2, the probability is at most =2 i+1 that the test will reject c 0 .
We now give the PAC learning algorithm under helpful distributions:
PAC Learning Algorithm A for C, T input: , , l begin Set S to ; --S is the current multisample Set p to 1 --p is the current guess for 1=D min (c) We now prove that A is a PAC learning algorithm for C under helpful distributions. When the learning algorithm A halts at some step p, the probability that error(c 0 ) > is at most =(3 2 p+1 ). This is due to the halting condition TEST( ; =3; p; c 0 ), and to Lemma 3. Therefore, when the learning algorithm A halts, the probability that error(c 0 ) > is at most =3.
It remains to prove that, with probability at least 1 ? , A halts in polynomial time in 1= , 1= , l, and 1=D min (c). Let p = d1=D min (c)e and N N 1 ( =3; l; p). Then, the probability that f min (S; c) D min (c)=2 is at least 1 ? =3 (Lemma 1).
Suppose f min (S; c) D min (c)=2 and N N 2 ( =2; =3; l; p). Then, the probability that error(c 0 ) > =2 is at most =3 (Lemma 2). Suppose now that error(c 0 ) =2, the probability that the test TEST( ; ; p; c 0 ) will reject c 0 is at most =(3 2 p+1 ) (Lemma 3). Therefore, the probability that the algorithm A does not halt at step p = d1=D min (c)e is at most and the probability that the learning algorithm A does not halt before p = d1=D min (c)e is at most . It is now easy to verify that if the algorithm A halts before p = d1=D min (c)e, then the running time is bounded by a polynomial in 1= , 1= , l, and 1=D min (c). This ends the proof.
Converse of the Occam's Razor Theorem
As in the usual PAC setting, a converse of the Occam theorem holds for concept classes which are strongly closed under exception. A concept class is closed under exceptions if incorporating the exceptions of a nite set in a concept of the class results in a concept also in the concept class. This property is useful when it is e ciently computable. This leads to the notion of strong closure under exception which we now formally de ne:
De nition 4 ( (Board and Pitt, 1992) , see also (Natarajan, 1991) 
Lastly, let us note that (k=k + 1) (1 + 1=2k) = 2k+1 2k+2 < 1. Thus we obtain the expected bound on jc 0 j. Since the run of our algorithm is clearly polynomial in the various parameters, we have shown that B is a randomized Occam algorithm for C, T . (Rivest, 1987) . Decision lists are not known to be PAC learnable, but lower bounds on learning decision lists are given in (Hancock et al., 1996) . We prove in this Section that the concept class of decision lists is PAC learnable under helpful distributions. Note that decision lists are a superset of DNF formulas and thus DNF formulas are learnable using decision lists. It can be proved, using a greedy heuristic, that DNF formulas are learnable under helpful distributions. The purpose of the teaching set for a target decision list c is to allow the construction of the monomials of c. Indeed, let x; x 0 in X n , we de ne x x 0 as the monomial over As 1=f min (S; c) Card(S), it is easy to prove that B runs in polynomial time in jcj, Card(S). Now, Theorem 1 can be applied.
Learning Finite Automata

Learning Reversible Languages
All De nitions and results in this Section come from (Angluin, 1982) . A DFA M is 0-reversible if its reversal M r is deterministic (M r is obtained from M by reversing each transition and exchanging the initial and nal state sets). A regular language L is 0-reversible if it is accepted by a 0-reversible DFA. And a regular language is 0-reversible if and only if the minimal acceptor of L is 0-reversible (Lemma 6 in (Angluin, 1982) ).
A characteristic sample of a 0-reversible language L is a positive sample S of L with the property that L is the smallest 0-reversible language that contains S. Theorem 9 of (Angluin, 1982) states that for any 0-reversible language L there exists a characteristic sample S L . And S L can be computed with the following characterization. If L = L(M) 6 = ; with M = (Q; fq 0 g; fq f g; ; ), let S L = fu(q)v(q) j q 2 Qg fu(q)av(q 0 ) j q 2 Q; a 2 A, and q 0 = (q; a)g; where u(q) and v(q) are strings of the minimum possible lengths and minimal w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering such that q = (q 0 ; u(q)) and q f = (q; v(q)). Note that strings in S L have length at most 2n + 1, and there is at most 3n strings in S L , where n = jQj.
The algorithm ZR of (Angluin, 1982) outputs a DFA M = ZR(S) on input a nite nonempty set of strings S such that L(M) is the smallest 0-reversible language that contains S. Therefore, on input a sample S verifying S L S L algorithm ZR outputs a DFA for L. ZR constructs the pre x tree DFA for S and merges states until the result is a 0-reversible DFA. ZR may be implemented to run in time O(p (p) ), where p is one more than the sum of the lengths of the input strings and is a very slowly growing function.
It is not known at the knowledge of the authors whether 0-reversible languages are PAC learnable. Angluin (Angluin, 1982) shows that 0-reversible languages can be identi ed to the limit from positive data. Li and Vit anyi (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) show that the class of simple 0-reversible automata is simple PAC learnable (a DFA is simple if each state lies on a path from the initial state to the nal state of low Kolmogorov complexity). Let 0-REV be the class of 0-reversible languages, let 0-REV n be the class of 0-reversible languages whose minimal DFA has n states, and let 0-REV n be the class of 0-reversible languages whose minimal DFA has at most n states. In this Section we prove that 0-REV n is PAC learnable under helpful distributions from positive data. All the results in this Section for 0-reversible languages can be extended to kreversible languages using the de nition, results and the algorithm k ?RI of (Angluin, 1982) .
Learning DFA
Gold has shown (Gold, 1978) that the problem of identi cation of the minimum state DFA consistent with a given sample S is NP-hard. The RPNI algorithm (Oncina and Garcia, 1992 ) is a polynomial time algorithm for identi cation of a DFA consistent with a given sample S. Moreover, if the sample S is a superset of the characteristic sample of the target DFA the algorithm is guaranteed to return a canonical representation of the target DFA. We do not enter in this Section into the technical details. What is important for our purpose is to note that the characteristic sample is a sample of both positive and negative examples, that it is of polynomial size in the size of the target DFA, and that all strings in this characteristic sample are of length at most 2n ? 1 where n is the size of the target DFA. Thus it is easy to prove that DFA are learnable under helpful distributions when a bound on the size of the target DFA is known.
Theorem 5. For all n, DFA n is PAC learnable under helpful distributions and learning is probably exact.
Proof. First, let us de ne the teacher T . Let c be a representation of the target DFA, we de ne T (c) = S c where S c is the characteristic sample of the target DFA in the sense of (Oncina and Garcia, 1992) .
We give an Occam algorithm for DFA n , T .
Occam Algorithm B input: a multisample S of a target concept c begin set S 0 to the set of examples in S of length at most 2n ? 1 run RPNI on input S 0 ; output a name of RPNI (S 0 ) end Let c be the target concept and let us suppose that T (c) = S c S where S is the given multisample. All strings in S c have length less than 2n?1 where n is the number of states of the target DFA. Therefore S c S 0 , and it is a property of algorithm RPNI that RPNI(S 0 ) outputs the target DFA. Obviously B is an Occam algorithm.
The reader should note that we do not prove learnability of DFA under helpful distributions because we can not nd a test similar to the test used in the Occam algorithm in the proof of Theorem 4. Recall that the aim of such a test is to check validity of a current hypothesis for the current guess on the size of the DFA and that we can only process strings of polynomial length.
Probably Exact Learning under Helpful Distributions
The following de nition is a straightforward modi cation of the general de nition.
De nition 5. Let C be a concept class. Let T be a teacher for C, an algorithm A is a Probably Exact learning algorithm for C under helpful distributions if A takes as input 2 (0; 1], an integer l, and for all concepts c in C with jcj l and all helpful probability distributions D, A is given access to EX(c; P) and A outputs some c 0 in C, such that with probability at least 1 ? , c 0 c (i.e. c 0 and c are equivalent). C is PEX learnable under helpful distributions if there are a teacher T for C and a Probably Exact learning algorithm A for C under helpful distributions which runs in time polynomial in 1= , l, and 1=D min (c).
Other Teaching Models
In the context of automaton identi cation from nite data, Gold has de ned a learning model based on the idea of \representative sets". We reformulate this model with our notations.
De nition 6. A concept class C is learnable from given data if there exists a polynomial teacher T , a polynomial p and an algorithm A such that:
for all concepts c in C and all samples S of c of size m, A with input S outputs some concept c 0 consistent with S in time p(m), for all concepts c in C and all samples S of c such that T (c) S, A with input S outputs some concept c 0 such that c 0 c. Although the question of whether there is an automaton with n states consistent with a nite sample S is shown to be NP-complete, it is proved that nite automata are learnable from given data (Gold, 1978) .
Recently, there has been of interest in studying formal models of teaching ( (Goldman and Kearns, 1995) , (Shinohara and Miyano, 1991) , (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) ). For instance, Goldman and Mathias have de ned a teaching model ( (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) ) based on a pair teacher/learner:
De nition 7. A concept class C is teachable if there exists a polynomial teacher T , a learner L, a polynomial p such that for all adversary Adv the adversary Adv selects a target concept c 2 C and gives c to T , the teacher T computes teaching set T (c) and gives it to A, the adversary adds properly labeled examples to T (c). The sample S obtained is given to the learner, the learner outputs some concept c 0 such that c 0 c in time p(m) where m is the size of S.
Note that the adversary has unlimited computing power and complete knowledge of C and T . The goal of the adversary is to prevent collusion between the teacher and the learner. The de nition of a teachable concept class in the present paper corresponds to the notion of semi-poly teachable in the de nition of (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) where semi-poly means that there is a polynomial learner and a teacher that may be computationally unbounded. It is easy to prove the following result: Claim 1. A concept class C is teachable if and only if it is learnable from given data.
We also give the following theorem where example-based queries include usual queries such as equivalence queries, membership queries and others: Theorem 6. (Goldman and Mathias, 1996) A concept class C exactly learnable in deterministic polynomial-time using example-based queries is teachable.
DFA, monotone DNF formulae, decision trees are learnable in the model of exact learning with equivalence queries ( (Angluin, 1987) , (Angluin, 1988) , (Bshouty, 1995) ) and consequently these concept classes are teachable. In order to compare the Probably Exact Learning model under helpful distributions and the teaching model of Goldman and Mathias, we prove the following result:
Theorem 7. If a concept class C is teachable, then it is PEX learnable under helpful distributions.
Proof. Let us consider a concept class C which is teachable with learner L and teacher T. We consider the teacher T = T. It is now easy to de ne a PAC learning algorithm A for C under helpful distributions : draw a large enough sample S (such that Pr(T (c) S) 1? ) and output L(S). The number of drawn examples is polynomial in 1= and 1=D min (c) and Algorithm A is probably exact.
The converse should be false because it can exist a learning algorithm which meets the requirements of a PEX learning algorithm but which may output a wrong hypothesis even if the sample contains the teaching set. As an immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 7, we obtain: Corollary 1. A concept class C exactly learnable in deterministic polynomial-time using example-based queries is PEX learnable under helpful distributions.
For instance, monotone DNF formulae and decision trees are PEX learnable under helpful distributions. DFA are PEX learnable under helpful distributions if we add the length on the longest example to the set of parameters measuring the time complexity but are not known PEX learnable under helpful distributions with our de nition of learnability for concept classes of languages.
6 Simple PAC Learning Models
Kolmogorov Complexity and Universal Distribution
The reader may refer to (Li and Vit anyi, 1993) for complete de nitions, proofs and guide lines in the literature. We consider the pre x variant K of Kolmogorov complexity. It is de ned for x 2 f0; 1g as follows. We consider pre x Turing machines, i.e. machine for which the set of programs that make them halt is a pre x code. It is also convenient to allow a Turing machine T to have some extra information y. We write T(p; y) = x to mean that Turing machine T with input p and y terminates with output x. Let 
Simple PAC Learning Models
De nition 8. (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) The de nition of a simple PAC learning algorithm is the same as the de nition of a PAC learning algorithm except that the class of probability distributions is restricted to the universal Solomono -Levin distribution m.
Simple distributions are those which are multiplicatively dominated by the universal distribution. The class of simple distributions includes all computable distributions. It was shown in (Li and Vit anyi, 1991 ) that a class of concepts F is simple PAC learnable if and only if it is PAC learnable under simple distributions provided that in the learning phase the set of examples is drawn according to m. Some classes were shown simple PAC learnable in (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) . For instance, consider the class log n-DNF of DNF formulas over n variables, where each monomial term is of Kolmogorov complexity O(log n), and the length of the formula does not exceed a polynomial in n. This is a superset of the class of k-DNF formulas and this class is simple PAC learnable. Castro and Balc azar have proved that log n decision lists are simple PAC learnable in (Castro and Balc azar, 1995) . m is de ned w.r.t. a reference pre x Turing machine U. It is not clear whether the set of simple PAC learnable classes depend on the reference pre x Turing machine. But one can easily prove that the simple PAC learnable classes of (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) are simple PAC learnable for all reference pre x Turing machines.
In (Denis et al., 1996) , we have de ned another simple PAC learning model. The underlying idea is to suppose that the learner knows a representation of the target concept.
De nition 9. The de nition of a PAC learning algorithm with simple examples is the same as the de nition of a PAC learning algorithm except that the class of probability distributions is restricted to the universal Solomono -Levin distribution m c , where c is the target concept.
In this simple PAC learning model, the examples are drawn according to m c instead of m. The main di erence is that not only classes of simple concepts are proved learnable in this model. For example, the class of DNF formulae is learnable in this model. DFA are proved learnable in this model (Parekh and Honavar, 1997) but the reader should note that, for this result, the length of examples is added to the set of parameters for measuring the time complexity of a learning algorithm. This is problematic because arbitrarily long examples may be drawn with the SolomonoLevin distribution. Again, it is not clear whether the set of learnable classes depend on the reference pre x Turing machine. Castro and Guijarro have studied connections between this model and exact learning with queries (Castro and Guijarro, 1998 
Recall that K(xjc) is the conditional complexity of x w.r.t. c, i.e. the length of a least self delimited program which computes x from c. We note that the simplicity of a teacher does not depend on the reference pre x Turing machine U. Note also that the polynomial size condition on teaching sets is satis ed because the cardinality of the set of strings of length lower than k log(jcj) is bounded by jcj k+1 . Proposition 2. Let C be a concept class. Let T be a computable teacher. Then T is a simple teacher.
Proof. Let c be a concept in C. Let (x; c(x)) be an example in T (c). We have: K(xjc) K(xjT (c)) + K(T (c)jc) + O(1). Since Card(S c ) jcj k , we get K(xjT (c)) k log(jcj) + O(1). Moreover, since T is computable, K(T (c)jc) O(1).
For instance, the teacher we have de ned for the class of decision lists is computable therefore it is a simple teacher. We now de ne our simple PAC learning model:
De nition 11. Let C be a concept class. C is PAC learnable with simple teacher if C is PAC learnable under helpful distributions for some simple teacher.
Note that the de nition of PAC learnability with simple teacher does not depend on the reference pre x Turing machine U. As a corollary of Proposition 2, we get: Proposition 3. Let C be a concept class. If C is PAC learnable under helpful distributions for a computable teacher, then C is PAC learnable with simple teacher.
For instance, we have proved that decision lists are PAC learnable under helpful distributions for a computable teacher. Therefore decision lists are PAC learnable with simple teacher. In the case of languages, recall that we only consider useful examples of polynomial length, the teachers are computable therefore k-reversible languages are learnable with simple teacher from positive examples only and DFA are learnable with simple teacher when a bound on the number of states of the target DFA is given to the learner.
Comparison
Proposition 4. Let C be a concept class. If C is PAC learnable with simple teacher. Then, C is PACS learnable.
Proof. Let T be a simple teacher such that C is PAC learnable with T . Thus, there exists a constant k such that 8c 2 C 8(x; c(x)) 2 T (c) K(xjc) k log(jcj): Now, by de nition of m c , we get m c min (c) (jcj) ?k :
Therefore m c is helpful for c, T . Consider now the PAC learning algorithm A for C under helpful distributions, A runs in polynomial time in 1= , 1= , l, and 1=m c min (c). Consequently, A runs in polynomial time in 1= , 1= , and l.
Consequently, Decision lists, DNF formulae are PACS learnable. k-reversible languages are PACS learnable from positive examples only and DFA are PACS learnable with simple teacher when a bound on the number of states of the target DFA is given to the learner. These results were also proved in (Castro and Guijarro, 1998 ) using learnability by membership and equivalence queries. In order to prove that simple classes of concepts are simple PAC learnable in the sense of (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) , we can often show that a more general class is learnable with simple teacher and then use the next proposition.
Proposition 5. Let C be a concept class. Suppose C is PAC learnable with a simple teacher T . Let k be an integer and let us de ne the concept class C k = fc 2 C j 8(x; c(x)) 2 T (c) K(x) k log(jcj)g:
For each k, the concept class C k is simple PAC learnable.
For instance, since decision lists are PAC learnable with simple teacher, the previous result provides a new proof of the simple PAC learnability of log n-decision lists. Note that this proof uses an Occam algorithm contrary to what was announced in (Castro and Balc azar, 1995) . Also, we obtain that simple k-reversible languages are simple PAC learnable which was rst proved in (Li and Vit anyi, 1991) .
Conclusion
Our PAC model under helpful distributions extends previously de ned teaching models to the PAC setting. It also allows to de ne a new simple PAC learning model avoiding some drawbacks of the previously de ned simple PAC learning models like non computability of the Solomono -Levin distribution and independence w.r.t. the reference pre x Turing machine. Moreover, we give new proofs for simple PAC learnability results. Many concept classes are not learnable in the standard PAC setting and perhaps too many concept classes are learnable in our model. PAC learnability provides a sufcient condition of learnability while our model provides a necessary condition. Our model considers a restricted but large class of distributions, theoretical classical results like Occam's razor theorem are proved in our model.
A general di culty for teaching models is to prevent collusion. It is quite achieved in our model because we consider a su ciently large class of distributions. But, like for previously de ned teaching models, an encoding of the target could be considered as a useful example. For instance, the teaching set for decision lists could be considered as an encoding of the target because it allows the learner to construct all the monomials of the target. No satisfying de nition of collusion is known and it is challenging to nd such a de nition.
